The emergence of automated high-throughput sequencing technologies has resulted in a huge increase of the amount of DNA and protein sequences available in public databases. A promising approach for mining such biological sequence data is mining frequent subsequences. One way to limit the number of patterns discovered is to determine only the most specific frequent subsequences which subsume a large number of more general patterns. In the biological domain, a wealth of knowledge on the relationships between the symbols of the underlying alphabets (in particular, amino acids) of the sequences has been acquired, which can be represented in concept graphs. Using such concept graphs, much longer frequent patterns can be discovered which are more meaningful from a biological point of view. In this paper, we introduce the problem of mining most specific frequent patterns in biological data in the presence of concept graphs. While the well-known methods for frequent sequence mining typically follow the paradigm of bottomup pattern generation, we present a novel top-down method (ToMMS) for mining such patterns. ToMMS (1) always generates more specific patterns before more general ones and (2) performs only minimal generalizations of infrequent candidate sequences. Due to these properties, the number of patterns generated and tested is minimized.
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of automated high-throughput sequencing technologies has resulted in a huge increase of the amount of DNA and protein sequences available in public databases such as GenBank [4] and SWISS-PROT [5] . To make sense of this flood of data, molecular biologists now try to uncover the function of different genes and proteins in the corresponding biological systems. For example, they want to identify genes in the DNA sequences or assign a protein sequence to one of the well-known protein families. Obviously, manual analysis of the large databases is infeasible, and data mining is the direction of choice. A good number of methods for classification of sequences, finding frequent sequences or finding motifs have been presented in the literature.
One promising approach for mining biological sequence data is mining frequent patterns, i.e. patterns which occur in at least as many sequences as specified by some threshold (minimum support). This approach is motivated by two fundamental biological facts: (1) similar sequences have the same or similar function with a high probability and (2) typically large portions of DNA or protein sequences are considered to be noise. Thus, the sequential patterns determining the function are expected to be relatively short (compared to the sequence length) and to occur much more frequently than (random) noise patterns.
• These methods generate all frequent patterns which typically leads to very large numbers of patterns since each subpattern of a frequent pattern is also frequent.
• The frequent patterns are typically too short to be meaningful when using only the original alphabet for the patterns.
To overcome these limitations, we propose the following approach:
• We restrict the result of pattern mining to the most specific frequent patterns, i.e. frequent patterns for which no specialization is still frequent. All other frequent patterns can be derived from these patterns on demand.
• Often some symbol can be replaced by a similar one without loss of function of the whole pattern. In particular for proteins, a wealth of knowledge on the relationships between different amino-acids has been acquired, which can be represented in concept graphs. Using such concept graphs, much longer frequent patterns can be discovered which are more meaningful from a biological point of view.
In the bioinformatics community, the Teiresias algorithm [14] has been proposed which takes a similar approach. It determines the set of all closed frequent patterns and also uses concept graphs to discover generalised patterns. Like the methods from the KDD community, Teiresias adopts the paradigm of bottom-up pattern enumeration.
In this paper, we introduce a novel method, ToMMS, for mining most specific frequent patterns performing topdown pattern enumeration. The notion of most specific frequent patterns generalizes the notion of maximal frequent patterns in the presence of concept graphs. Topdown pattern enumeration starts with infrequent patterns of maximal length and performs generalizations (the inverse operation of a specialization) until the patterns become frequent. This approach is more appropriate than the classic bottom-up approach for mining most specific (not all) patterns if these patterns are long and if we can reliably estimate the maximal length of frequent patterns. Our experimental evaluation on real life biological sequence datasets will demonstrate that the proposed topdown method clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods from the KDD as well as from the bioinformatics community for not too high minimum support values. Such minimum support values are necessary to discover frequent patterns long enough to be biologically meaningful. Extensive empirical studies [15] showed that state-of-the-art classification methods perform best when the input frequent patterns have low minimum support.
ToMMS has the following properties distinguishing it from existing algorithms. First, ToMMS is a pure topdown approach. Although some existing algorithms employ mechanisms such as look-ahead to discover long patterns first, their basic approach is still using short patterns to generate longer patterns, i.e. bottom-up search. Second, ToMMS will never enumerate a candidate pattern which does not exist in the database, i.e. enumerated patterns have at least one supporting sequence. This will greatly reduce the search space. Finally, ToMMS can efficiently determine the maximal length of all frequent patterns before enumerating all of them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. In section 3, we introduce our notion of most specific frequent patterns and present ToMMS, a new top-down method for mining such patterns. Concept graphs deserve special attention because they blow up the search space, and their efficient treatment is discussed in section 4. In section 5, we report the results of an experimental evaluation and comparison with state-of-the-art methods. Section 6 summarizes our contributions and outlines directions for future research.
RELATED WORK
The topic of mining frequent sequential patterns has received a lot of attention in the KDD community. In the bioinformatics community, a lot of research on mining patterns in biological sequence data has been conducted. In this section, we briefly survey representative methods from both of these areas with respect to the following criteria:
• In which direction is the pattern search space enumerated: Bottom-up or top-down?
• In which order is the pattern space searched: DepthFirst or Breadth-First?
• Which patterns are reported: Maximal, closed or all patterns?
• Can the method handle concept graphs, i.e. does it find also generalized patterns using a concept graph?
GSP [18] is one of the first methods proposed in the KDD community. It finds all sequential patterns in a bottom-up, breadth-first manner. Concept graphs are incorporated by simply transforming a sequence when counting its support. PrefixSpan [13] determines all frequent patterns based on the FP-tree which induces a bottom-up, depthfirst search strategy. PrefixSpan is much more efficient than GSP but does not support concept graphs, and there is no straightforward way of incorporating them. SPADE [21] also finds all frequent sequential patterns adopting a bottom-up, depth-first strategy. A vertical representation of the dataset is used which for each pattern stores a list of its occurrences in the data sequences. The vertical representation of the dataset allows very efficient support counting. DFS-MINE [19] reports only maximal frequent sequential patterns and employs a bottom-up, depth-first search strategy. A list of maximal frequent patterns, a list of minimal non frequent patterns and the set of items that a frequent pattern must not be extended with to generate longer candidate patterns are used to prune the search space. DFS-MINE does not address the problem of incorporating concept graphs. By exploring global optimization techniques, CloSpan [20] mines closed frequent sequential patterns. However, it also does not support concept graphs. The recently proposed SPAM [2] method is similar to SPADE. The major difference is that bitmaps are used instead of linked lists for the vertical representation. Experiments demonstrate that SPAM outperforms all other methods for finding all frequent sequential patterns. Both, SPADE and SPAM do not support concept graphs, but they can be extended in a straightforward way by extending the alphabet to include the concepts from a concept graph.
In the KDD community, maximal frequent itemsets mining (Max-Miner [3] , MAFIA [7] and GenMax [8] ) is also related to our work. Max-Miner employs a breadthfirst traversal of the search space enhanced with a lookahead pruning strategy: if for a node in the search tree all its extensions are determined to be frequent, there is no need to further process that node. MAFIA and GenMax integrate depth-first traversal of the search space with effective pruning mechanisms. However, all these methods are not designed to mine sequential patterns and their basic search strategy is bottom-up.
In the bioinformatics community, a wealth of methods for determining frequent sequential patterns has been developed. [6] presents a good overview on this research. Teiresias [14] can be considered as state-of-the-art method for mining all closed (called maximal in their paper) frequent patterns in a database. Closed patterns are patterns for which all extensions have a smaller support, and the set of closed patterns is typically a significantly larger superset of the set of all maximal patterns. While the original proposal did not involve concept graphs, it has later been extended to support this functionality. The efficiency of Teiresias is primarily due to a special join operation (convolution) which allows the extension of a pattern by more than one element at a time. Taking a totally different approach, multiple alignment based methods for discovering so-called motifs have become popular in the bioinformatics community [10] . In a topdown manner, the input sequences are pairwisely aligned until they become frequent. Concept graphs are implicitly incorporated in the similarity matrix for pairs of amino acids which is exploited by the sequence alignment algorithm. A drawback of this approach is that the problem of determining an optimal alignment is NP-hard such that heuristic algorithms have to be used which produce only suboptimal solutions. Furthermore, these methods return only a very small, not precisely defined subset of the set of all frequent sequential patterns and can, therefore, hardly be compared with the other methods discussed above.
MINING MOST SPECIFIC FREQUENT PATTERNS

The Problem of Mining Most Specific Frequent Patterns
In this subsection, we introduce the problem of mining most specific frequent patterns.
Let Σ be a set of symbols, the alphabet. Let Ω be a set of concepts,
. For example, concepts may represent subsets of the set of all amino acids with the same physico-chemical properties. In this paper, we use small letters to denote the concepts. For example, s may represent the property small, p the property polar.
Based on Σ and Ω , we define a concept graph Γ as a directed, acyclic graph
represents an is-a relationship "X is-a Y", i.e. the concept Y subsumes the concept or symbol X. The distance of two vertexes v i and v j in Γ , denoted by dist (v i , v j ), is the number of the edges of the shortest path between v i and v j . Figure 1 shows a simple concept graph. We will use it as the running example in this paper.
Figure 1: Example of a concept graph
The level of a symbol Ω ∪ Σ ∈ X w.r.t. concept graph Γ is defined as following:
A concept graph Γ induces a partial order more specific, denoted by Γ < , on Ω ∪ Σ as follows:
The order Γ < has the following properties:
We can extend Γ < to Γ ≤ which is transitive and reflexive:
The most specific common predecessor Z of two symbols or concepts
, where
, is defined by the following two properties:
In figure 1 , for example, 
For example, using the concept graph shown in figure 1 , pattern CDE has level 0, pattern cbE has level 3 and abD aED Γ < . Note that a pattern is not more specific than itself. We again extend Γ < to Γ ≤ by defining: for all p in A pattern is frequent in database D if its support is at least equal to minimum support δ , a user supplied threshold. A frequent pattern p is called a most specific frequent pattern if there is no frequent pattern p' which is more specific than p. More precisely, the set of all most specific frequent patterns w.r.t. minimum support δ and concept graph Γ is the set S of patterns with the following properties:
, and
The following proposition shows that the set of all frequent patterns can be derived from the set of all most specific frequent patterns by generalizing one of them.
Proposition 1
Let S be the set of all most specific frequent patterns in database D w.r.t. δ and concept graph Γ .
Proof:
(1) If S p ∈ , we are done.
The same reasoning can now recursively be applied to 1 p , i. e. either case (1) or case (2) applies to 1 p . We obtain a (potentially infinite) chain of patterns:
This chain must be finite, since there is only a finite number of frequent patterns in D w.r.t. δ (because a frequent pattern generalizes all its supporting database sequences and, therefore, cannot be longer than these sequences). The case (1) must eventually apply to p q = and we obtain a pattern S q ∈ with . ...
Because of the transitivity of Γ ≤ , we conclude p q Γ ≤ .
ToMMS: A Top-Down Method for Mining Most Specific Frequent Patterns
Given a sequence database D, a concept graph Γ and a minimum support value δ , the set of all most specific frequent patterns shall be discovered. In this subsection, we present the algorithm ToMMS which efficiently mines all such patterns. ToMMS is based on the following key observations:
• Frequent concrete patterns must be subsequences of data sequences.
• More specific patterns should be generated before less specific ones in order to avoid the unnecessary generation of frequent patterns which are not most specific.
To exploit these observations, instead of using the traditional bottom-up approach, we propose a top-down approach to explore the search space. We start with all subsequences of the data sequences (of some specified length maximum-length) and continue to shorten them by one element until they become frequent. Furthermore, infrequent patterns are also generalized using the concept graph until they become frequent. Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code of ToMMS using the notations introduced in Table 1 . Let us assume that max-length is 4. ToMMS starts from the only subsequence of length 4, e.g. the data sequence ACDE, and checks the support of this sequence. If it turns out to be infrequent, all subsequences of length 3 are generated, i.e. the two subsequences ACD and CDE. If any one of them is frequent, we output it and stop generating its subsequences. For example, if ACD turns out to be frequent, we do not check the subsequences AC and CD. Suppose the maximum length of the database sequences is l and the number of these sequences is n, then the maximal number of concrete patterns is )
. For typical biological databases, this number is much smaller than the worst case number of candidate patterns for the bottom-up approach which is In the function Generalize, the infrequent concrete patterns of length i are minimally generalized until they become frequent. In order to perform a minimal generalization, pairs of two infrequent patterns are matched and generalized using the concept graph. For example, using the concept graph of figure 1 , the infrequent candidates ADC and AEC can be minimally generalized to AbC. The function Generalize returns all most specific frequent generalized patterns of length i. The details of generalizing infrequent patterns will be discussed in section 4. For the purpose of avoiding redundancy, the function Subseqcheck is used to remove those frequent patterns which are not most specific. The function Maxlength returns the maximum length of frequent patterns, which is also the maximum length of most specific frequent patterns. We will discuses it further in section 3.3.
Set Contains
The function Shorten shortens all patterns contained in the input set by 1 element. For example, the set } , { CDE ACD is shortened to
Determining the maximum length
In order not to miss some most specific frequent patterns, ToMMS needs to first determine the maximum length of (most specific) frequent patterns, and then starts its topdown search from all data subsequences of this maximum length. The maximum length can be calculated in a bottom-up manner by performing a binary search using the ToMMS algorithm as follows:
• We start with a current length of 1, the minimum maximum length. In the first phase, we keep doubling the current length and apply a simplified ToMMS algorithm with max-length = current length until we find a current length without any frequent patterns.
• In a second phase, we perform a binary search on this interval of possible maximum length values applying again the simplified ToMMS algorithm until we find a length l such there is a frequent pattern of length l but no frequent pattern of length
The simplified ToMMS algorithm does not determine the actual maximum length and does not consider shorter patterns. Instead, it searches only for frequent patterns of exactly the length specified by its parameter value. Furthermore, the modified ToMMS algorithm does not have to find all most specific frequent patterns but stops as soon as the first such pattern has been discovered. The simplified ToMMS algorithm will possibly be called several times (for too large length values) without finding any frequent pattern of this given length, but these runs are relatively inexpensive because of the following reason. If no pattern of length l is frequent, then very few generalized patterns will be generated by matching infrequent concrete patterns. (See section 4.1 for the introduction of the match operation.) And the major overhead of ToMMS is matching infrequent concrete patterns with infrequent generalized patterns. To conclude, the simplified ToMMS and the proposed method for determining the maximum length are quite efficient which will also be confirmed by our experimental evaluation.
INCORPORATING CONCEPT GRAPHS
Concept graphs blow up the size of the search space dramatically. For example, a single concrete pattern of length l can be generalized in 2 l ways even if we consider the simplest case of a one-level concept tree (instead of a general non-hierarchical concept graph). In this section, we elaborate our method for searching the space of generalized patterns and show the correctness of the ToMMS algorithm.
Search strategy for generalized patterns
We want to avoid any unnecessary generalizations of infrequent patterns, i.e. generalizations which either do not increase the support of the pattern or create frequent patterns which are not most specific. We achieve this goal by two features:
• We again perform top-down search, i.e. generalize only infrequent patterns using the concept graph.
• For such patterns, we apply only a small subset of all possible generalizations, i.e. only generalizations which actually increase the support.
Note that a generalization operation need not necessarily increase the support of a pattern. Our key idea is to generate only patterns which generalize two (not one) infrequent patterns. Assuming that the sets of supporting sequences of the two input patterns are not proper subsets of each other, the generalized pattern must have a larger support than any of the input patterns. Since the procedure Shorten already considers subsequences of the current infrequent patterns, here we consider only generalizations of two same length patterns.
We define a match of n patterns as a set of all patterns of the same length generalizing all input patterns such that there is no more specific pattern with the same property. More formally, a match ⊕ of n patterns p 1 
, is defined as the set of all patterns p with the following properties:
Such a match does not exist for all pairs of patterns, i.e. the match may be the empty set. The match of two patterns is at most a single pattern as long as the concept graph is tree-structured, i.e. if there is at most one predecessor for any concept or symbol from the alphabet. For non tree-structured concept graphs, however, there may be several matching patterns of two input patterns. For example, using the concept graph of figure 1 
since there is no common predecessor for A and E in the concept graph. The following theorem states that all generalizations of a set of input patterns can be derived from the match of these patterns. 
Theorem 1
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 1.
Theorem 2 shows that any match of more than two patterns is equivalent to a sequence of pair-wise matches of the same patterns. 
. So we have
. This The match of two patterns can be efficiently implemented: for each pair of corresponding elements of the two input patterns, determine all most specific common predecessors in the concept graph and form all possible combinations of them. This is obviously correct from the definition of most specific common predecessor and the definition of most specific frequent pattern.
Although the proposed approach of pairwisely generalizing infrequent sequences drastically reduces the search space, many redundant matches (patterns) will be generated by a Naïve adoption of this approach. This is due to the fact that two different pairs of infrequent patterns may yield two matching patterns m 1 
Lemma 2
Let p 1 and p 2 be patterns over
Then the following holds:
Exploiting these two lemmas, we partition the set of all pairwise matches of infrequent patterns of a given length into subsets of patterns of the same level. We consider these subsets separately in ascending order of their level. According to lemma 1, we do not have to test for Γ < relationships among patterns of the same level (the = relationship is still possible). According to lemma 2, this method guarantees that a generalized pattern is never considered before one of its specializations. Therefore, we can immediately test whether a current candidate pattern generalizes any already discovered frequent pattern of the same length and smaller level (if yes, it is not reported). This means that we do not have to delay the test for Γ < relationships among the generalized frequent patterns until we have determined all of them. Figure 3 presents the pseudo-code of the generalization method which takes the sets of all infrequent / frequent concrete patterns of length i and returns the set of all most specific, non-concrete frequent patterns of length i.
end-for for j = 1 to max-level do for each p ∈ FCP i do mark p' where p' ∈ GP ij , p' Γ ≥ p, j = level (p);
end-for;
IGP ij Å { p | p∈GP ij , p is infrequent and unmarked};
end-for; Let us use again the concept graph in figure 1 . Suppose current length i is 3, minimum support is 3 and the set of ICP 3 is as shown in figure 4 (a) . The ids of the supporting sequences are also given, for example, the supporting sequence of ACD is sequence 1. After pairwisely generalizing all infrequent concrete pattern, the resulting sets GP 3i are shown in figure 4 (b). Starting from the lowest level nonempty generalised pattern set GP 32 , we match the infrequent patterns in GP 32 with the patterns in ICP 3 . The result of this generalization is shown in figure 4 (c). All the possible 3 matches (where the sets of supporting sequences are not subsets of one another) of one pattern in ICP 3 and one pattern in GP 32 yield the same result aab. The purpose of the marking in function Generalize is to avoid the overhead of redundant matching operations. Every time a pattern p turns out to be frequent, all its generalizations must be frequent and cannot be most specific patterns. Therefore, we mark all generalizations of p in higher level generalized pattern sets which will not be generalized further.
Correctness of ToMMS
Based on the above lemmas and theorems, we will now show the correctness of ToMMS, i.e. we will show that ToMMS reports all most specific frequent patterns (theorem 3) and only most specific frequent patterns are reported (theorem 4).
Theorem 3
ToMMS reports all most specific frequent patterns in database D w.r.t. concept graph Γ and minimum support δ .
1) Let p be a concrete most specific frequent patterns in database D w.r.t. concept graph Γ and minimum support δ . Let S denote the set of all (consecutive) subsequences of all database sequences in D. ToMMS generates the elements of S in descending order of length and stops shortening a pattern (subsequence) if it is frequent. Since p is a concrete most specific frequent pattern, S p ∈ and no supersequence of p is frequent. Thus, p will be generated and reported by ToMMS.
2) Let p be a non-concrete most specific frequent patterns in database D w.r.t. concept graph Γ and minimum support δ . (ii) ) ( ) ( p length q length = ToMMS generates same length patterns in ascending order of level. According to lemmas 1 and 2, this implies that more specific patterns are always generated before their generalizations.
Second, a pattern is only reported if no more specific pattern (of larger length) has been previously reported.
Therefore, any pattern reported by ToMMS is most specific.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Datasets
We performed experimental evaluations on three different protein sequence datasets. Two of them, the outer membrane protein dataset and the non outer membrane protein dataset, were produced by the Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry at Simon Fraser University, as part of our collaborative efforts to tackle the outer membrane protein identification problem [15] . The dataset was created by extracting all Gram-negative proteins with an annotated subcellular localization site from the SWISSPROT database [5] . The annotated localization sites were then confirmed through a manual search of the literature, and those proteins with an experimentally verified localization site were added to the dataset. The third dataset is the yeast (saccharomyces cerevisiae) protein data set available at:
http://www.maths.uq.edu.au/~fc/datasets/yeast_SC_gb117 /yeast_dataset.gb117.html. It is constructed from gene data contained in GenBank [4] release 117. The most important properties of these three datasets are shown in the table below. We use a typical concept graph of amino-acids as used in [12] . The table below shows the sets of amino acids corresponding to the concepts of this concept graph. These concepts represent the relevant physico-chemical properties of amino-acids. 
Concepts (Physico-chemical properties) Amino acids
Design of the Experiments
We chose the competitors of ToMMS as follows. SPAM [2] has been shown to outperform all other algorithms for sequential pattern mining in the data mining community. We implemented SPAM in a modified version extending the alphabet by concepts (to incorporate concept graphs) and generating patterns without gaps (to make it comparable to ToMMS). We did not modify SPAM to filter out non most specific patterns, since this would require expensive post-processing due to the fact that SPAM does not necessarily generate most-specific patterns before more general ones. The other algorithm we compared is Teiresias [14] which can be downloaded from http://cbcsrv.watson.ibm.com/download.phtml.html. To the best of our knowledge, this is the best sequence mining algorithm in the bioinformatics community. We configured Teiresias to find the same type of patterns as ToMMS, i.e. patterns incorporating concepts but without gaps. All programs are written in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. The experiments were performed on a 1.7 GHz Pentium PC machine with 1 Gigabytes main memory, running Microsoft Windows 2000. We conclude that ToMMs is the method of choice for low minimum support values, whereas Teiresias is the most efficient method for high minimum support values.
Experimental Results
The runtime of both competitors increases exponentially with decreasing minimum support. On the other hand, ToMMS, as shown in the results, exhibits a nearly constant runtime. This is due to the following reason. When the minimum support decreases, the generation of a single frequent pattern will require a smaller number of generalizations and, thus, will become cheaper. But, on the other hand, when minimum support decreases, more patterns will be frequent and will be discovered which is shown in figure 10 . Because of this trade-off, ToMMS shows a nearly constant runtime. This is a very nice property since it allows us to reliably estimate the runtime of ToMMS. Figure 9 shows the runtime for determining the maximal length and the total runtime of ToMMS, again on the yeast sequence dataset. It turns out that the overhead of determining the maximal length before starting the topdown pattern enumeration is relatively small. Figure 10 shows the number of patterns discovered by ToMMS, Teiresias and SPAM on the yeast sequence dataset. SPAM discovers the set of all frequent patterns. Teiresias finds the set of closed patterns where the definition of closed pattern is based on the occurrence, not the support. The number of patterns reported by Teiresias is quite close to the number of all frequent patterns, ToMMS, however significantly reduces the number of output patterns. This is a very desirable effect in most applications of frequent sequence mining, in particular if the patterns shall be analyzed by a domain expert. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we addressed the problem of mining most specific frequent patterns in biological sequence data in the presence of concept graphs. Using concept graphs, much longer frequent patterns can be discovered which are more meaningful from a biological point of view. We introduced a novel approach for mining such patterns performing top-down pattern enumeration. Infrequent patterns are generalized until they become frequent by either reducing a pattern to a subsequence or by replacing some of its elements by predecessors in the concept graph. This approach seems to be more appropriate than the classic bottom-up approach for mining most specific (not all) patterns if these patterns are long and if we can estimate the maximal length of frequent patterns. The proposed ToMMS method includes an algorithm to efficiently determine the exact value of this maximal length. A thorough experimental evaluation on real life biological sequence datasets demonstrated that ToMMS clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods from the KDD as well as from the bioinformatics community for reasonably low minimum support values. Teiresias performed best for high values of the minimum support threshold. Different from the bottom-up methods, the runtime of ToMMS is very robust to the minimum support value which allows us to reliably estimate the runtime of ToMMS before starting potentially very expensive experiments.
Future work includes the following issues. First, we want to investigate the impact of different types and numbers of sequential patterns in different data mining applications. Frequent pattern-based data mining methods have been very successful, for instance, for the functional classification of biological sequences [15] or the clustering of large sets of proteins [9] . Second, in this paper, we have focused on biological sequence data. However, the top-down pattern enumeration approach is promising whenever data sequences, and in particular, frequent patterns are long. Therefore, other applications of this kind such as databases of text documents (a document is a sequence of terms) and web logs (a user session is a sequence of actions) should be explored to get a better understanding of the merits of both, the top-down and bottom-up pattern enumeration paradigm.
